We construct a deformation of the function algebra on the quantum group SL q (2) into a trialgebra in the sense of Crane and Frenkel. We show that this naturally acts on the trialgebraic deformation of the Manin plane, previously introduced by the authors. Alternatively, one can view it as acting on the trialgebraic deformation of the fermionic Manin plane. We prove that the trialgebraic deformation of SL q (2) defines a 2 − C * -category, a structure as needed for the superselection structure of massive two dimensional quantum field theories. Besides this, we investigate another approach to trialgebra deformations of a bialgebra as a deformation of a Fock space construction over the bialgebra.
Introduction
The notion of a trialgebra -i.e. an algebraic structure with two products and a coproduct joined in a compatible way -was suggested in [CF] and conjectured to be relevant for the construction of four dimensional topological quantum field theories. More precisely we have the following definition for a trialgebra:
Definition 1 A trialgebra (A, * , ∆, ·) with * and · products on A and ∆ a coproduct on A is given if both (A, * , ∆) and (A, ·, ∆) are bialgebras and the following compatibility condition between the products is satisfied for arbitrary elements a, b, c, d ∈ A:
Remark:
There is no notion of unital trialgebra, i.e. we can not introduce units for * and · and link them with the obvious compatibility. If we would do this, an Eckmann-Hilton type argument would immediately trivialize the trialgebra in the sense that it would make * and · identical and commutative.
The definition of a trialgebra shows that there is basically only a requirement for expressions which contain an even number of generators. This makes it very natural to generalize the concept to partially defined * products (an example being a bialgebra and the interpretation of · as the tensor product where * is extended in the usual way which automatically satisfies the compatibility of the products). One could call such structures trialgebroids (in analogy to groupoids and Hopf algebroids) but we will in loose terminology also speak of trialgebras in this case. The important point is that in all the motivating cases for studying trialgebras one has to represent them to get a Hopf (or bialgebra) category and then represent this once again to get a 2 − C * -category (see below). In the case of trialgebroids, one gets a functorial counterpart of a Hopf algebroid in the first case but a 2 − C * -category structure is also reached in the second step (remember that the Doplicher-Roberts theorem also generalizes straightforward from compact groups to compact groupoids -see [Bae 1996 ] -without changing the general algebraic structure of the representation categories occuring). From the structural requirements in the definition of a trialgebra and from the nature of the examples it suggests itself that maybe the trialgebroid generalization is just the natural setting of trialgebras in applications. The trialgebras we will deal with in this paper are, indeed, trialgebroids. To avoid heavy terminology, we will also include the case of a partially defined product under the heading of a Hopf algebra in this paper.
Studying representations of the associative algebra structure of A with respect to one of the two products, one easily sees that the other product and ∆ induce a functorial structure on the category of such representations of A. While -as in the case of bialgebras -∆ leads to a tensor product on the representations, the second product induces a functorial product on the category of representations, turning it into a bialgebra category as introduced in [CF] . A special case of bialgebra categories where there is even the functorial counterpart of a Hopf algebra structure given was conjectured in [CF] to lead to four dimensional topological quantum field theories which was confirmed by the work of [CKS] . There is therefore an obvious interest in "true" trialgebras, i.e. trialgebras which are noncocommutative and noncommutative in both products. Some additional motivations for the study of trialgebras are given in [GS] . Besides this, we will see in this paper that trialgebras are capable to define structures similar to fusion algebras, i.e. they might be of interest for local quantum field theories which necessarily have to be massive two dimensional models because the superselection structure of three dimensional and conformal two dimensional theories is determined by Hopf algebras (see [FK] ) while for four or more dimensions the Doplicher-Roberts theorem restricts the possible symmetry structure to compact groups. In [GS] we introduced a trialgebraic deformation of the function algebra F q (C 2 ) of the Manin plane which for the convenience of the reader we shortly review in section 2 of this paper. While the Manin plane is only a bialgebra it would be of special interest to deform the function algebra of a quantum group since this leads to special antipodal trialgebras which have Hopf categories as representation categories. In section 3, we construct an example for this case as a trialgebraic deformation of the function algebra on the quantum group SL q (2). We show that this naturally acts on the trialgebraic deformation of the Manin plane. In section 4, we study a trialgebraic deformation of the fermionic Manin plane (also called the exterior algebra of the Manin plane) and show that the deformation of SL q (2) can alternatively be viewed as acting on it. Section 5 contains some remarks on representations. In section 6, we argue that our deformation of SL q (2) defines a 2 − C * -category as needed for the fusion algebra of massive two dimensional theories. Sections 7 and 8 present another approach to trialgebraic deformations of bialgebras, namely, by deforming a Fock space construction over the bialgebra. We do this for the Manin plane, for SL q (2) and for the -possibly physically most interesting -case of U q (sl 2 ). We show, again, that a natural action of the deformation of SL q (2) on the one of the Manin plane exists. We also show that the Fock space deformations of U q (sl 2 ), and of SL q (2) and the function algebra deformation of SL q (2) are related by dual pairings. Finally, in section 9 we consider the structure of trialgebras on the level of R matrices and derive a matrix equation from the compatibility of the two products. Throughout this paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of quantum groups (for introductions we refer e.g. to [CP] and [KS] ). Concerning notation and terminology we largely keep to the conventions introduced in [KS] . Especially, () q denotes the q-deformed binomials.
The deformation of the Manin plane
Denote by F q (C 2 ) the function algebra on the Manin plane with deformation parameter q. More precisely: Let q = e h . Then F q (C 2 ) is defined as the algebra of formal power series in h with values in C [x, y] where C [x, y] is the complex associative algebra with generators x, y modulo the condition xy = q yx For q = 1 this is, of course, the algebra of polynomial functions on the complex two dimensional space. So, F q (C 2 ) can be imagined as describing a deformation of the complex two dimensional plane. For simplicity, we will forget about the structure of formal power series and will identify F q (C 2 ) with C [x, y]. For the considerations we present, this does not cause any harm and the reader can easily reconstruct the setting in terms of power series if he desires. Let Γ nm = x n * y m for n, m ∈ N where * denotes the product of the Manin plane (and exponents refer to this product). The Γ nm form a vector space basis of F q (C 2 ). LetΓ nm be the characteristic functions on the Γ nm , i.e. those complex valued linear functions on F q (C 2 ) which are defined bŷ
The property x * y = q y * x leads to
Similarly, defining
for the coproduct∆ of the Manin plane, defined bỹ
where the f n (q) are straightforward to calculate complex valued functions including factors of q and the q-deformed binomials (see [KS] ). Denote by · the symmetric tensor product of theΓ nm and by F(F q (C 2 )) what we call the polynomial algebra on the Manin plane, i.e. the algebra generated by * and · from theΓ nm with the obvious compatibility relations. Here, the · product is supposed to be commutative. (Observe that * extends -by compatibility -only to the multiplication of one would call n particle states with n particle states but not to n particle states with m particle states for n = m. This is why the partially defined structure is the most natural one in our example.). One checks by calculation that keeping ∆ and * as given by (1) and (2) and replacing commutativity of · bŷ
defines a noncocommutative and totally noncommutative (i.e. noncommutative in both products) trialgebra which we denote by F p (F q (C 2 )) for p ∈ C. At first sight it may be astonishing that the exponent of p in (3) is independent of the first variable of theΓ nm . This is due to the asymmetry of the coproduct on the Manin plane.
3 Deforming SL q (2) Let F q (SL(2)) be the function algebra on the quantum group SL q (2) with deformation parameter q. More detailed, F q (SL(2)) is the complex associative algebra with generators a, b, c, d satisfying ab = qba, ac = qca, bd = qdb, cd = qdc bc = cb
gives a vector space basis of F q (SL (2)) (see e.g. [KS] ). Denoting, again, the product and coproduct of F q (SL(2)) by * and∆, respectively, one calculates
for i 1 > l 2 and
for i 1 ≤ l 2 (where the dots indicate straightforward to calculate expressions depending on q which we do not make explicit since they are of no relevance for the considerations below). The difference between the two formulae arises by using either ad = 1 + qbc or da = 1 + 1 q bc to eliminate either a or d from the expressions. For the coproducts∆(C ijk ) and∆(D jkl ) the calculation is slightly more complicated. If we could in all terms which appear always make use of ad = 1 + qbc we would get∆
(where we have again not made the details of the coefficients in q explicit). Now, strictly speaking this formula is not valid since both ad = 1 + qbc and da = 1 + 1 q bc have to be applied in different places in the sums. We leave the detailed calculation of the correct formula -as well, as the case of∆(D jkl ) -to the reader. But he will find that the index structure (which is the essential ingredient we need) is already correctly displayed by formula (6). LetĈ ijk andD jkl be the characteristic functions on the C ijk and D jkl , respectively, i.e. we define them as those linear functions satisfyinĝ
(and similarly for the other possible combinations of C . . . and D . . .). It follows from (4) and (5) that
Again, we leave the calculation of ∆D jkl to the reader. With
(and correspondingly for the remaining cases), formula (6) would imply
(8) (the dots indicating monomials in q and binomial coefficients). Again, formula (8) is sufficient for displaying the index structure. There are similar formulae for the other possible multiplications ofĈ . . . andD . . . factors. Formula (8) can, obviously, be rewritten as
Denote by F(F q (SL (2))) what we call the polynomial algebra on the quantum group SL q (2) which is the algebra generated by * and the symmetric tensor product · of theĈ ijk andD jkl (with the obvious relations, so, again, with partially defined * product). We now want to deform F(F q (SL(2))) into a noncocommutative and totally noncommutative trialgebra F p (F q (SL(2))) with deformation parameter p ∈ C. We keep, again ∆ and * as given by (7) and (8) and turn · into a noncommutative product satisfyinĝ
Observe that the j and k index are taken with opposite sign relative to each other. Only in this way the compatibility with the coproduct -which is given by
and the corresponding formulae -can be satisfied. But one verifies that with (9), (10) and (11), commuting the factors on both sides of (12) and the analogous equations corresponding to (10) and (11) is consistent. For the consistency check of the two products we take the case
as an example (the other cases are, once again, similar). Commuting the · products on both sides of (13), the resulting powers of p have to agree. A straightforward calculation using (9) shows that by independence of the i index, this is indeed the case. So, the deformation formulae (9), (10), and (11) give a noncocommutative and totally noncommutative trialgebra.
In the rest of this section, we consider the question of an action of F p (F q (SL(2))) on the deformed Manin plane F p (F q (C 2 )). In the classical case, SL(2) acts by linear transformations on C 2 . This action
which remains as an undeformed coaction
even for q = 1. It is given by
and continuation as an algebra homomorphism, with x, y the generators of F q (C 2 ) and a, b, c, d the generators of F q (SL(2)).
Remark:
Observe once again that mathematically (14) gives a coaction and not an action which is decisive for our considerations below. The usual parlance that the quantum group SL q (2) acts on the Manin plane points to the fact that the image of F q (C 2 ) under (14) satisfies the axioms of the function algebra on the Manin plane, again.
Denote the map given by (14) by m. It induces an action
and continuation in both theΓ nm and theĈ ijkl as an algebra homomorphism. Here, we writeĈ ijkl to unify theĈ ijk andD jkl , i.e. either i = 0 or l = 0 in C ijkl (and similarly for C ijkl ). This is convenient since the formulae appearing in the rest of this section allow for a unified treatment in this form. One calculates that
We could use (17) in the deformed case p = 1, too, to define an action of
) if this is consistent with the deformation. To check this, observe that
leads with (17) to the requirement that
which using (17) can be rewritten aŝ
and this is just the deformation given by (9), (10), and (11).
As the reader will have observed, there is an asymmetry of F p (F q (C 2 )) with respect to the two variables ofΓ nm which -as we remarked already in the foregoing section -is due to the asymmetry of the coproduct∆ of the Manin plane in x and y. Now, one easily proves that alternatively∆ defined bỹ
can be used as a coproduct which is compatible with the multiplicative structure of the Manin plane. We denote the resulting bialgebra by F q (C 2 ) and call it the dual Manin plane. With Γ nm the obvious vector space basis of F q (C 2 )
andΓ nm their characteristic functions, one proves along the lines sketched in section 2 thatΓ
In the next section we will see that F p (F q (SL(2))) also acts naturally on the fermionic version of the Manin plane.
The fermionic Manin plane
The fermionic Manin plane Λ q (C 2 ) (also called the exterior algebra on the Manin plane) is the complex associative algebra with generators ξ and η satisfying
A coproduct∆ can be introduced bỹ
We prefer to use this coproduct for the fermionic Manin plane and to regard the one which is formally identical with the one on the Manin plane as belonging to a "dual fermionic Manin plane". The reason is that this convention fits nicely in with the action of F p (F q (SL(2))).
With Ω nm = ξ n η m the set {Ω nm |0 ≤ n, m ≤ 1} constitutes a vector space basis of Λ q (C 2 ). So, in contrast to the usual (bosonic) case, Λ q (C 2 ) is a finite dimensional vector space. Denote byΩ nm the dual basis of the Ω nm . Proceeding completely analogous to section 2, we can introduce a trialgebra F(Λ q (C 2 )) with commutative product · andΩ
where we formally defineΩ nm = 0 if either n ≥ 2 or m ≥ 2. It follows that
gives a consistent deformation of F(Λ q (C 2 )) into a noncocommutative and totally noncommutative trialgebra which we denote by F p (Λ q (C 2 )).
where the action is given bŷ
where againΩ . . . is formally zero if the index constraint is violated. The reason that (21) is -modulo exchange of q against (− 1 q ) -formally identical to (17) is that SL q (2) acts on the fermionic Manin plane, too, by
One verifies that (21) implies the correct formulâ
and therefore the action defined above is consistent.
Some remarks on representations
Definition 2 We call a trialgebra (A, * , ∆, ·) antipodal if (A, * , ∆) carries the structure of a Hopf algebra and the antipode and counit are algebra morphisms in the · product.
Lemma 1 Let (A, * , ∆, ·) be an antipodal trialgebra with (A, * , ∆, η, , S) a Hopf algebra. Then the category of representations of (A, * , ∆, ·) with respect to the associative algebra structure of the · product has the structure of a Hopf category in the sense of [CF] .
Proof:
The definition of tensor product and functorial coproduct on the representations is clear. The functorial counterparts of the antipode, unit and counit are defined as (where we write for representations and a ∈ A for an element of the trialgebra): (Ŝ )(a) = (S(a)) † (with † denoting the adjoint operator),
The functorial unit1 gives a one dimensional representation since is an algebra homomorphism with respect to the · product. One checks that in this way the category of representations carries the functorial counterpart of a Hopf algebra structure.
Remarks:
(i) Obviously, we get a similar structure on the category of finite dimensional representations.
( Lemma 2 F p (F q (SL(2))) defines an antipodal trialgebra.
LetS,1 and˜ be the antipode, unit and counit of F q (SL(2))), respectively. For p = 1, we define (with x ∈ F q (SL(2))):
Since˜ = ∞ i,l=0Ĉ i,0,0,l , 1 as defined by (23) is strictly not an element of F(F q (C 2 )) but it can be included by applying an obvious closure operation. This is why F(F q (C 2 )) is not in itself antipodal but defines an antipodal trialgebra in a canonical way (as one checks from (22) -(24) by calculation). S and are extended by the requirement that they be algebra homomorphisms in · to the whole trialgebra. One straightforwardly calculates structural expressions in theĈ ijkl for (22), (23), and (24) which do not involve x ∈ F q (SL(2)). Since these are compatible with the p-deformed · product, too, F p (F q (SL(2))) defines an antipodal trialgebra for all p ∈ C.
We get a representation of F p (F q (SL(2))) with respect to the · product for any representation of F p (F q (C 2 )) with respect to the second index (see [GS] ). Let A p,i (i ∈ N) denote the elements of such a representation of F p (F q (C 2 )) with respect to the second index for parameter value p ∈ C. Then
gives a · representation of F p (F q (SL(2))).
6 A fusion algebra like structure from F p (F q (SL(2)))
Fusion algebras -as defining the superselection structure of quantum field theories -are closely connected to the notion of a monoidal C * -category (see e.g.
[FK], [LR]). In principle, a C
* -category is just a category where the homomorphism classes carry the structure of Banach spaces, composition is bilinear and there is a * -operation given as a contravariant functor acting as the identity on objects, satisfying the C * -property. C * -categories naturally arise as the categories of representations of Hopf algebras. While the Doplicher-Roberts theorem shows that in four and more dimensions the superselection structure of a local quantum field theory is always described by a compact group, three dimensional and two dimensional conformal (i.e. all masses vanishing) theories have certain quantum groups as the most general case (see [FK] ). For massive two dimensional theories it is known (see [FK] , [Froe] , [LR] , [Schli] ) that Hopf algebras and the framework of monoidal C * -categories are not sufficient to describe the superselection structures appearing but one has to generalize to so called 2 − C * -categories. A 2 − C * -category (see [LR] for the details of the notion) is defined as a 2-category (an algebraic structure with objects, morphisms, and 2-morphisms, the latter being arrows between two parallel morphisms, i.e. morphisms having the same domain and codomain, which has compositions for both types of morphisms and the obvious compatibilities between these) where for two fixed objects the morphisms and 2-morphisms constitute a C * -category (and the compositions satisfy the corresponding linearity conditions, again). A 2 − C * -category can be imagined as the generalization of a monoidal C * -category to the case of a partially defined monoidal structure. Physically, the reason for the appearance of 2 − C * -categories in massive two dimensional models is that inequivalent vacua appear in these theories. Now, we have the following result:
Lemma 3 Every antipodal trialgebra canonically determines a monoidal 2 − C * -category.
Here, under a monoidal 2 − C * -category we understand a 2 − C * -category with a tensor product 2-functor ⊗ on it which is a functor of 2 − C * -categories. The construction of the monoidal 2 − C * -category out of the antipodal trialgebra runs as follows: We mentioned already that the finite dimensional representations of an antipodal trialgebra give a Hopf category. Now, one can study representations of this Hopf category on so called 2-vector spaces (see [CF] , [KV] ) where a 2-vector space is just a module category over Vect (the category of vector spaces and linear maps) of finite dimension (i.e. isomorphic to Vect k for some k ∈ N). Here, a representation on a 2-vector space V is just defined as an algebra category functor from the Hopf category to the category of linear functors from V to V . So, as in the case of usual Hopf algebras, one only represents the associative algebra part -here, the algebra category -of the structure. One checks that the functorial coproduct on a Hopf category defines a monoidal 2-functor on the 2-category of such representations, giving it the structure of a monoidal 2 − C * -category. In conclusion, an antipodal trialgebra defines a 2 − C * -category -as needed for massive two dimensional quantum field theories, in general -but with an additional multiplicative structure (which can be understood as a kind of symmetry acting on the 2 − C * -category).
Remark:
Of course, some additional technical conditions are needed to give really a fusion algebra from a monoidal C * -category. One can check straightforward that the 2-categorical analogs of these are satisfied for the monoidal 2 − C * -category generated from an antipodal trialgebra with the exception of semisimplicity. To give this one would supposedly need to apply a 2-categorical version of the quotient construction given in [FK] .
We would like to stress that the above results seem to indicate that trialgebras might be a quite general feature of massive two dimensional quantum field theories. For our example of F p (F q (SL(2))) this means that this should belong to a massive model which for p = 1 reduces to a conformal model corresponding to an SL q (2) symmetry. This shows that p and q -not necessarily identical -roots of unity should be the physically most interesting case (for p n = 1, n ∈ N, we anticipate that the number of inequivalent vacua is determined as a function of n) and that a trialgebraic deformation of the dual U q (sl 2 ) quantum algebra might be the physically most convenient description.
Fock space deformations
In the preceding sections we have always discussed trialgebraic deformations in the spirit of deformations of a kind of polynomial algebra over quantum groups or bialgebras. From the fact that we use partially defined * products, it is clear that we can also describe our deformations as considering a "dual" bialgebraĤ (which is given e.g. by theΓ nm or theĈ ijkl ) and extending * and ∆ in the usual way to the Fock spacê
where ⊗ s denotes the symmetrized tensor product. One defines
and then deforms to a "p-symmetrized" tensor product. Obviously, this procedure can also be applied to H itself instead of first passing toĤ. This is what we are going to consider in this section. Let us start with the function algebra F q (C 2 ) over the Manin plane, again (i.e., we now use * and∆ instead of * and ∆). Remember that
Denoting ⊗ s by ·, again, and using the Ansatz
with a complex valued function ω, one verifies that
implies the compatibility requirement ω(n 1 , m 1 , n 2 , m 2 ) = ω(n 1 +m 1 −j 1 , j 1 , n 2 +m 2 −j 2 , j 2 )ω(n 1 , m 1 −j 1 , n 2 , m 2 −j 2 ) (28) where the right hand side has to be independent of j 1 and j 2 . This is satisfied for ω(n 1 , m 1 , n 2 , m 2 ) = e α m 1 +β m 2 for α, β ∈ C. But antisymmetry of ω implies β = −α, i.e.
for p ∈ C. One verifies that (29) is also compatible with
So, (29) constitutes a trialgebraic deformation of the Fock space over F q (C 2 ) which we denote by F We next construct a Fock space deformation of U q (sl 2 ). Since F q (SL(2)) has a trialgebraic deformation in the dual polynomial algebra setting and SL q (2) and U q (sl 2 ) are dually paired, we already expect a Fock space deformation of U q (sl 2 ) to exist. We will verify that this is indeed the case, now. What we will actually consider is a variant of U q (sl 2 ) which is often denoted by U q (sl 2 ) in the literature (see [KS] ). It has a coproduct with a slightly higher symmetry than U q (sl 2 ) and we choose this version for convenience.Ǔ q (sl 2 ) is defined as the complex unital algebra with generators X + , X − , K, K −1 subject to the relations
The coproduct is given by
The set {F ijk | i ∈ Z, j, k ∈ N 0 } constitutes a basis ofǓ q (sl 2 ) (see [KS] ). Denoting the product ofǓ q (sl 2 ) by * , again, one calculates that
where g(q, K) denotes a function of q, K, K −1 where we have suppressed its dependence on all the index entries in the notation. Similarly, one calculates that
where the dots indicate, once again, factors of q and q−binomials. Consider a deformation of · = ⊗ s with
and ω a complex valued function. Using equation (31),
implies that ω is independent of the first and fourth variable and additive in the remaining four ones, i.e.
and antisymmetry of ω leads to
with α, β ∈ C. Using equation (30), the compatibility condition
leads to β = −α and therefore to
Equation (32) gives the desired Fock space deformation of U q (sl 2 ). Observe that in the spirit of quantum groups,Ǔ q (sl 2 ) is the dual description to SL q (2) of "the same quantum object". We will investigate the question of dualities in more detail, now. We first observe that there is a Fock space deformation of SL q (2), too. Indeed, one verifies that for * and∆ as given above and
(where we, again, write a unified symbol C ijkl for the C ijk and D jkl ) the two compatibility conditions one has to apply on ω lead to independence of the i and l variables and to relative opposite sign of the j and k variables. In summary, one calculates ω to be the form
with p ∈ C. The classical dual pairing betweenǓ q (sl 2 ) and SL q (2) is given by (see [KS] )
and zero, otherwise. It follows (see [KS] ) that
only if 0 ≤ n − r = l − t ≤ s, and
only if n−r = l−t = 0. We make the following Ansatz for a dual pairing of the Fock space deformationsǓ (2)) ofǓ q (sl 2 ) and F q (SL(2)), respectively: Let
Denoting the deformation functions ofǓ F p,q (sl 2 ) and F F p,q (SL(2)) by ω F and ω C , respectively, equation (36) implies the consistency conditions
on these functions. By the nature of the deformations (32) and (33), one can reduce (34) to the case n − r = l − t = 0, too, when considering the consistency conditions. But then the consistency conditions are satisfied if one pairsǓ (2)).
Lemma 4 Equation (36) defines a dual pairing betweenǓ (2)) which is nondegenerate if the dual pairing betweenǓ q (sl 2 ) and F q (SL (2)) is (i.e. for q not a root of unity). By a dual pairing we mean a dual pairing of the * products and coproducts, here, not involving the · products.
Proof:
Bilinearity and nondegeneracy are clear from the definition. The pairing properties are satisfied as a consequence of the compatibility relations of a trialgebra.
Remark:
One could also try to dualize the whole structure of a trialgebra, i.e. the coproduct and both products. This leads to what we call a cotrialgebra, namely, an algebraic structure with a product and two coproducts joined in a compatible way.
Lemma 5
defines a nondegenerate dual pairing between F p (F q (SL(2))) and F F p,q (SL(2)).
Proof:
Nondegeneracy is clear from the definition of the pairing and the pairing properties follow from the definition of * and ∆ for F p (F q (SL(2))). We only have to check for the consistency requirement following from
which reads as (where we denote the deformation functions of F p (F q (SL(2))) and F F p,q (SL(2)) by ωĈ and ω C , respectively)
which is obviously satisfied.
So, in the spirit of quantum group theory, we could say that F p (F q (SL(2))), F 8 Once again, the action on the Manin plane
In this section, we consider the question of an action of the Fock space deformation of SL q (2) on the Fock space deformation of the Manin plane. As in the case of SL q (2) and the Manin plane -and in contrast to the situation in the polynomial algebra like setting -this will strictly speaking be a coaction. The usual action of SL q (2) on the manin plane leads to
where the γ rs (q) are straightforward to calculate complex valued functions, containing factors of q and q deformed binomials. Denoting the deformation functions of F 
independent of r 1 , s 1 , r 2 , s 2 . With the deformations given by (29) and (32), this implies
which is, obviously, not satisfied in general. So, we do not get an action of F Proof: By calculation.
Extending the matrix R q by a suitable attachment of the identity on five dimensional space to a 9 × 9 matrixR q , we can reformulate equation (40) as an action onT , tooR
So, we can encede the separate information of the two products into two YoungBaxter matrices R p andR q . This is not astonishing since a trialgebra is simply defined as two bialgebras linked by the compatibility constraint of the two products. The most interesting question is therefore what kind of relation the compatibility constraint of the two products induces on the level of R matrices. This question is answered by the following Lemma:
Lemma 8 The compatibility relation of the two products implies the equation where the upper indices indicate as usual in which components of the four fold tensor product the matrix acts and the square brackets denote the commutator.
Direct consequence of the compatibility relation.
Equation (43) is interesting since it gives a matrix equation for trialgebraic deformations of a quantum group. Observe that not only our Fock space deformations from above but also more complicated deformations which can not be expressed by a complex valued deformation function ω have to show up in (43). In summary (43) is a matrix equation for a 81 × 81 matrix (in the case of SL q (2) but (43) is generally valid for deformations of quantum groups) which commutes withR p through a Young-Baxter 9 × 9 matrix R p . In physical terms, the Young-Baxter matrix R q can be seen as belonging to an integrable one dimensional spin system. So, a pair R pRq of such matrices which are linked by equation (43) can be imagined as a plane of spins where in the horizontal direction we have chains of spins described as an integrable system byR q while in the vertical direction we have, again, chains of spins but described as an integrable system by R p . Equation (43) means that the total two dimensional system does not only have integrable one dimensional subsystems but the two integrability conditions -for horizontal and vertical directions -are linked by a compatibility requirement. It remains to be seen if equation (43) can be extended to a compatibility condition for the Hamiltonians of the one dimensional subsystems and if such an approach can lead to a satisfactory integrability condition for two dimensional spin systems.
Conclusion
We have seen in this paper that the approach to trialgebraic deformations of bialgebras which we started to investigate in [GS] can be continued to the case of quantum groups. Besides this, we have seen that the structures arising this way may be of interest not only for the construction of Hopf categories but also in low dimensional quantum field theory. Future work will concern the generalization of our approach to other quantum groups and to such more complex deformations. We should remark that the deformations derived, here, should be considered as toy models which show the general workings and possibilities of trialgebraic deformations. Physically, deformations which can not simply be expressed by a complex valued deformation function would be the most interesting ones. Obviously, there remains much work to be done. We consider this paper just as a starting point for future investigations on the nature of trialgebras, a mathematical notion the possible physical importance of which starts to become more and more clear.
